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Current context and evolution of international 
protection applications in the case of the Spanish 
State 

Pedro Sanz – Spanish Commission for Refugee Aid (CEAR) Lawyer 

People in a forced displacement situation include those whose application is pending 

completion, those awaiting a resolution and those who have already received a response.  

What was the situation like for these people before the State of Alarm?  

There was a complete hold up in the administrative application process and aid programs until 

March. This hold up was created by the exponential increase in the number of applications. 

The rise in numbers has not been accompanied by a proportional increase in HR nor positions 

in the state system. In 2014, there were 5,947 applications; in 2019, there were 118,698, 

making Spain the country with the third highest number of applications. The bulk of this 

increase is headed by people from Latin America, who choose Spain for its cultural and 

language affinities. These people enter with a tourist visa and request asylum once in the 

territory. In 2019, the Refugee Assistance State Office resolved 60,198 applications. By the end 

of 2019, there were 133,020 applications pending resolution. In many cases, the average 

processing time for applications ranges from one and a half to two years, despite the fact that 

it should do so in a maximum of six months.  To this, the difficulties of the application must be 

added. Applying in the territory consists of a significant waiting time, varying according to the 

province. In Barcelona, in March there was a year´s waiting to do the face-to-face interviews 

to request asylum. Additionally, one and a half years or more must be added for processing. If 

we talk about reception, the waiting time is still rather long, around a year. This causes complex 

situations on a human level by not being able to access public resources and thus condemning 

people to a situation of helplessness and life on the street. At border posts (air, sea and land), 

7,020 asylum applications were submitted in 2019, representing 6% of the total applications 

submitted. This reflects the difficulty that people have in arriving, having to circumvent the 

border system with tourist visas or other ways. Some of most significant obstacles are as 

follows: on the one hand, the requirement of a transit visa for nationals from certain countries 

known on many occasions as potential recipients of international protection (Palestine, 

Yemen); on the other hand, on the southern border there are great difficulties in accessing 

Ceuta and Melilla due to the intervention of the Moroccan Police. When talking about orderly 

“On 14th March, with 

the declaration of the 

State of Alarm (SA), 

the OAR and Foreign 

Affairs Office stopped 

all public attention, 

ceasing to process 

applications and no 

new appointments 

were granted. The 

UNHCR declared the 

need for telematic 

interviews” 
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immigration, it is important to remember that it is these very obstacles that do not permit it. If 

there were an alternative, these people would enter through safer routes. To these difficulties, 

a more rigorous first filter must be added compared to those in territory applications. The 

Asylum and Refuge Office (Oficina de Asilo y Refugio – OAR) retains people at the border until 

a first study of the application is made. If it is seen that the application could be successful, the 

person is allowed entry. Otherwise, entry is denied, and the person is forced to return to the 

country from which they came. This explains the reason for irregular immigration.  

Regarding resolutions, once the OAR has carried out its processing, it then determines whether 

the person has the right to receive international protection or not. In 2019, only 5.2% were 

found favourable of deserving international protection or subsidiary protection, exceptionally 

low figures compared with those of previous years and most European countries. It should be 

clarified that in 66% of the cases, protection was granted on humanitarian reasons in the case 

of people from Venezuela by virtue of instructions from the Minister of Interior, due to the very 

particular situation of this country.  The remaining 28% did not receive any type of protection. 

Among the latter, the most represented countries are Columbia, El Salvador, Honduras and 

Palestine. Most of the applicants from those countries were rejected despite the large number 

of human rights violations we know to exist there. 

What was the situation like during the 4 months of confinement? 

On 14th March, with the declaration of the State of Alarm (SA), the OAR and Foreign Affairs 

Office stopped all public attention, ceasing to process applications and no new appointments 

were granted. The UNHCR declared the need for telematic interviews. In spite of this, there 

were no new interviews nor appointments until the de-escalation of the confinement. Up to 

the SA coming into force, there were an average of 12,000 – 13,000 applications per month. 

With the SA, everything came to a standstill. During the process, applicants have a document 

that proves their right to stay and work, which must be renewed every six months. The police 

extended the duration of these cards until the end of the SA. On the other hand, appointments 

were pending reassignment. This situation is what we had to deal with throughout the SA, 

causing many problems. Although these people had their documentation in order by virtue of 

the extension established by the police, in reality many had to face misunderstandings from 

the administration and even from employers. In May, with the end of the SA and to avoid the 

collapse of the Foreign Office and Police, this documentation was further extended. Therefore, 

to this day, these people continue to have problems with their accreditation. 

In terms of the reception programs, there was a standstill of people leaving. People have a 

certain time to stay in these programs, which goes up to 18 months. After this time, people are 
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forced to leave the reception program. These departures were stopped during the SA, meaning 

that the entries were too. Yes, there was a way to make an application, but the holdup was 

such that in reality there was no possibility of any progress. The notification of resolutions was 

also suspended, which is when the resolution normally comes into effect. The administrative 

and judicial deadlines further made it impossible for other legal remedies. On the other hand, 

there was an absolute closure of the borders, currently those with non-EU countries are still 

closed. Transfers between Ceuta/Melilla and the mainland were also blocked, causing 

overcrowding, adding pressure to a situation that was already not ideal beforehand. A positive 

consequence of closing the borders was the emptying of the detention centres for migrants, as 

people could not be removed from the country and it made no sense to keep them there. Yes, 

there have been continued entries in the case of the Canary Islands. To this end, a COVID-19 

protocol was put into place  

With the de-escalation of confinement, the resuming of immigration activity has varied among 

the Autonomous Communities. In Barcelona, it was not until 10th June that new applications 

began to be received, new appointments issued, and the reception programs reactivated. 

CEAR/CCAR´s work has intensified, rescheduling appointments, supporting expired 

documentation and getting new appointments. If the situation was already complicated in 

terms of waiting periods, now additional difficulties have been added. It remains to be seen 

how the situation will continue to unfold. Most of the borders of the usual origin countries 

remain closed. Apparently, the Ministry of the Interior has proposed to accelerate the pace of 

applications to be closer to that which the law requires.   

Proposals from the CEAR/ CCAR in this situation are: 

• As the European Commission and UNHCR have pointed out, the international 

protection process must be guaranteed for future quarantines and closures  

• Additional regularisation for migrants in an irregular administrative situation and 

asylum seekers waiting for a prolonged resolution of their application in order to guarantee 

both their rights in accordance with the idea of leaving no one behind as well as meeting the 

needs of the job market, allow these people to participate in this much needed reconstruction  
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Rethinking care and protection of unaccompanied 
children and adolescents on the move in Europe 
Claire Connellan – Senior Programme Officer, Unaccompanied Migrant and Refugee Children 

LUMOS 

Lumos is an international organisation whose headquarters are in London, where I am based. 

We also have offices in Eastern and Central Europe, Latin America and we have some projects 

in other parts of the world.  

Our organisation´s main objective is the institutionalisation of children so that all of them 

have the right to individualised, personalised care in a family-like scheme. But in particular, 

my team works with unaccompanied minors and refugee children. We have a project in 

Ethiopia whereby we collaborate with the UNHCR and other partners in refugee camps, 

providing guardianship training in border camps between Ethiopia and Eritrea. We work to 

reduce the time children spend in these transit camps and, in turn, offer training for the 

management of cases and guardianship care. We also work with the Catalan Refugee Aid 

Commission (CCAR) in Europe on our alternative care project with unaccompanied minors. 

Lumos does so from their offices in Bulgaria. We are also working on political advocacy on all 

issues in relation to care and protection of children and refugee/immigrant unaccompanied 

minors.  

This year, we published a report jointly with UNICEF, UNHCR and IOM called "Rethinking Care”. 

The research aimed to identify the existing gaps in caring for children and unaccompanied 

minors, a crucial aspect in order to be able to propose improvements in this regard. The 

research took place in six countries: Holland, France, Spain, Italy, Greece and Bulgaria. These 

countries represent the entry points to Europe, countries of transit and even destinations for 

these groups. We have observed several patterns that allow us to make recommendations 

about caring for this group. Different types of care have been identified, ranging from reception 

in large institutional centres to foster care in families. We compared what we saw in these 

different reception patterns with a series of international guidelines and standards that exist 

on the subject. In this way, a series of good practices has been identified. Institutional centres 

are residences for children and unaccompanied minors that provide institutional support and 

are characterised by little specialisation, giving the same care to all, with many routines,  

isolation from the community and tend to be large, though there are some small ones. These 

centres are most commonly used for other groups beyond refugees, such as those with 

disabilities.  

This research has allowed us to make the following classification into six identified groups:  

“We believe that at 

the present time, 

when the entry of 

immigrants into the 

EU countries are 

lower in many, it 

would be the ideal 

time to invest and 

improve reception 

practices for minors, 

going from large 

reception centres to 

other more 

personalised models 

like the ones we´ve 

seen. The arrival 

figures are 

particularly low in 

countries like 

Bulgaria, especially 

compared to the likes 

of Spain and Italy, 

where arrivals are 

still high. What is 

needed is solidarity 

between countries 

and regions in the EU 

with unaccompanied 

minor redistribution 

mechanisms to 

ensure the care and 

protection needed by 

these minors is 

provided.”  
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• Reception centres: large capacity centres, usually at the border but can also be in 

capitals with direct access from the border. They are managed by state immigration authorities 

and their aim is to provide temporary housing and care with the main focus being on the asylum 

process. They are characterised by not being specifically designed for children. 

• Medium scale centres: capacity of between 10-60 children and where longer term, 

more specific care is provided for children. They are managed by both NGOs and specialised 

state agencies. Being longer term, they also provide social and legal assistance in addition to 

covering basic needs.   

• Small scale centres: up to 8-10 children. They provide 24-hour attention and care is far 

more personalised.  

• Supported independent homes: 4-6 children. These are adapted to those who are 

ready for a more independent life in the case of adolescents and thus, prepare them for adult 

life. They do not usually have 24-hour supervision.  

• Family based care: highly integrated into the community and based on a child-centred 

approach.  

Other cases were identified, although they did not match these six patterns. These include hotel 

accommodation for emergency situations, for example, or, more obviously, children living on 

the street.  

We have not taken detention centres into consideration, such as detention centres for 

migrants, because they are not considered to be a form of care. I´d like to take this opportunity 

to point out that children should never be detained, neither unaccompanied nor when they are 

with their parents, nor should they be separated from their parents. These institutional centres 

will never be able to provide the care that children need. However, what we have seen is that 

it is a common practice in all countries and that the majority of children have passed through 

these institutional or large-scale reception centres at some point, with many remaining in these 

centres for a long period of time.  

At the reception centre level, what we have seen is that the excuse for not providing any type 

of specialised care for these children was due to its short-term nature. However, we have 

observed that in several cases, people could stay there for up to four years or even until they 

reach the age of majority. But its short-term nature cannot be used as an excuse for not giving 

more individualised care. 

The ratio of number of adults per child in the different centres is as follows: 1:3 for families, 1:6 

-1:15 in medium scale centres and 1:43 in the case of large reception centres. With this high 

proportionality, it is impossible to meet the needs of children. Therefore, it will be exceedingly 
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difficult to identify behaviours that denote abuse or any intentions to abandon the centre. 

Furthermore, we know that minors in these institutional centres are susceptible to being 

captured by human trafficking networks.  

By law, once a minor is identified in a European country, a guardian should be assigned to 

him/her. If they are identified at the border, guardianship institutions should be notified 

directly. Having a tutor is important not only to ensure that they are aware of their rights, but 

also to help them integrate on an educational level and take part in activities within the 

community. In this way, they can overcome the limitations on a language level as well as social 

isolation, which is extremely easy to fall into. The study also revealed that such social isolation 

is one of the catalysts for these minors to be captured by trafficking networks. Therefore, by 

assigning a guardian to the minors, the risk of isolation and falling into trafficking networks is 

reduced.  

What we have found is that the level of guardianship experience is extremely unequal across 

Europe. We have found some positive initiatives that move away from shared guardianship, 

such as from town halls, to always trying to provide personalised guardians. We have examples 

in Palermo (Sicily) where guardians are volunteers trained to work with a maximum of three 

children. In the Netherlands, we have identified an NGO that offers guardians and even finds 

the minors families.  

Unaccompanied minors and children are often seen as falling under the responsibility of border 

and immigration authorities. However, for these minors to have their rights respected, we need 

child protection systems involved in the process. What we found is that children who arrive do 

not enjoy the same local systems as nationals do. In several cases, national systems for the 

protection of children are separated from immigrant children and asylum seekers, leaving the 

latter in the hands of the immigration authorities, resulting in the creation of parallel care 

systems and with the great risk of not giving them the necessary attention. What we need are 

integrated systems of care which recognise that the child comes first. For this, we need to 

improve collaboration and share information among the different child protection and care 

services, i.e. between protection and immigration systems. Better collaboration between EU 

states is also needed. Here guardians have an essential role to play by making this connection 

between services as well as social workers who, through a case management method, can put 

the different services involved in touch. Another important aspect is to provide protection and 

care that ensures a continuum if borders are crossed, for example, through relocation schemes. 

For this, collaboration among states would have to be greatly strengthened.  
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In our research, we found some good practices in terms of community or family care for 

unaccompanied children. These include guardianship care programs which involve an 

exhaustive prior evaluation of both the child and the potential caregiver in order to find the 

best possible fit. Other initiatives of supported independent homes should be highlighted. In all 

of them, what is done is dictated by the needs and interests of the child as an individual. What 

our study further revealed is that in the case of national children, who for some reason are not 

with their biological parents, the proportion of foster care/adoption in families is much higher 

than in the case of unaccompanied immigrant children. The only exception is the Netherlands, 

whereas in the rest of the countries investigated the cases of family support were minimal or 

non-existent. In the Netherlands, they have a policy that establishes that all unaccompanied 

minors under the age of 14 must have supervised guardianship. 

Overall, the positive examples are NGO pilot projects facing many financial difficulties. They 

should be supported in order to rise up to the next level. The EU has an important role to play 

by providing more funding to those individualised programs rather than to institutionalised 

systems, as they have done so far.  

We believe that at the present time, when the entry of immigrants into the EU countries are 

lower in many, it would be the ideal time to invest and improve reception practices for minors, 

going from large reception centres to other more personalised models like the ones we have 

seen. The arrival figures are particularly low in countries like Bulgaria, especially compared to 

the likes of Spain and Italy, where arrivals are still high. What is needed is solidarity between 

countries and regions in the EU with unaccompanied minor redistribution mechanisms to 

ensure the care and protection needed by these minors is provided.  

There is the example of unaccompanied minors’ relocation from the Greek islands to other EU 

countries. Over the past few months, 65 unaccompanied minors were relocated from reception 

centre on the Greek islands to Germany, Luxembourg, Portugal and Finland. The objective of 

the European Commission is to relocate up to 1,600 children, ensuring that these relocated 

children receive services in families and host countries.  

It must be ensured that border control measures do not interfere with the protection of 

children. We believe that if these children´s rights are respected, providing the required 

protection, this will lead to fewer movements between countries, since these children would 

not feel the need to go to another country which would welcome them better. Of course, they 

will also be less susceptible to being picked up by trafficking networks. But for this, we need a 

good guardianship system, different forms of care that treat each child as an individual, 

providing him/her with a guardian or with a supported independent home. We also need 

integrated care systems with national child protection systems. However, there will always be 

children who continue their journey across new borders. In such cases, we need a co-ordinated 
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effort between states to provide a continuum of care. Children have to receive protection from 

the moment they are identified. For this, training of border staff is a key element. 
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Internal EU borders: the case of human trafficking 
for the purpose of sexual exploitation  

Brian Oedayrajsingh Varma – Coordination Centre against Human Trafficking 

CoMensha is a Dutch national coordination centre against human trafficking. It began in 1986 

with its work focused on women in the sex industry, but later expanded to include men and 

children too. The organisation is mandated by the government to monitor the nature and 

extent of the phenomenon of human trafficking. It also has a mandate established by the 

national rapporteur against trafficking and sexual violence against children 

In article 273F of the Criminal Code, trafficking is criminalised in its three forms: action, means 

and purpose. The action could be transporting people, the means would be abduction or fraud 

and the purpose is exploitation.  In 2017 in the Netherlands, the government established a new 

national action plan to combat trafficking, giving priority to the problem. Previously, there had 

been a certain passivity relating to the subject. The national plan was made with all actors 

involved and CoMensha was able to provide many inputs. This plan has identified five areas to 

work on: 1) to develop a basic approach to human trafficking 2) to develop an approach to 

labour exploitation 3) the prevention of victimisation 4) to reinforce the municipal approach to 

human trafficking and finally 5) to share knowledge and information. The problem is that at the 

moment, there is no budget associated with this national plan and therefore the organisations 

involved have to pay from their respective budgets. Another point to bear in mind is that it is 

not clear whose responsibility it is to monitor the progress of the plan.  

CoMensha focuses on human trafficking in all its forms. Sexual exploitation is the most known 

form. Our task is also to raise awareness about labour exploitation, forced crimes and organ 

removal. Sexual exploitation receives a lot of media attention, but there is much more to it. We 

can see, for example, a lot of labour exploitation in the hotel and agriculture industries. As an 

example of forced crime, there was a case a few years ago in which children were forced to 

carry out criminal activities. During a European investigation, the perpetrators were caught, 

proving that this time there was good cooperation between countries.  Regarding organ 

harvesting, there is still no legal case in the Netherlands to date, but there are already 

indications of its existence and it must therefore be considered.  

 

 

“Sexual exploitation 

is an overly complex 

problem and we all 

have a role to play to 

fight it. International 

cooperation is 

necessary as is a 

cross-border 

approach. The 

European Court 

declared that the 

cross-border 

approach is the most 

important one to 

tackle this problem. 

On the other hand, 

cooperation between 

NGOs and health 

organizations is also 

essential.” 
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CoMensha’s activities focus on:  

• Registration of potential victims, collecting information from the police and a wide 

variety of other actors 

• First coordination of care 

• Counselling, guidance and advocacy 

• Training and awareness 

• Relationship between the judiciary, the government and the private sector  

The multi-stakeholder coordination scheme at the national level is as follows: on an operational 

level, there is a forum where all the stakeholders involved in care are represented. This is co-

ordinated by CoMensha. On a tactical level, CoMensha also coordinates the forum for NGOs 

and the private sector working on the issue. Finally, on a strategic level, we are part of the 

national task force on human trafficking. The coordination of the first two levels allows us to 

gather up all the challenges and problems on a practical level to then take it up with the national 

task force. 

On the registration level, it is essential to mention that CoMensha does not need the victims´ 

consent for registration. This makes things much easier for the police or labour authorities. 

However, for other organisations this is not the case and they do need the victims´ consent for 

registration. We should note that in 2018 the Data Protection Law was introduced, which turns 

out to be a bottleneck for registering trafficking cases.  Indeed, it is difficult to ask for the 

victims´ consent and neither is it easy to turn to the parents, given that they are afraid of the 

long-term consequences of their children appearing in this type of registry. What we´ve seen 

with COVID-19 and the lockdown is that there was a decrease in potential case registrations. 

Due to working remotely, law enforcement officers and the corresponding legal personnel 

could not carry out the field work investigation required to identify potential victims.  

Here are some figures: 

• 40.3 million potential victims worldwide per year, according to the estimates of the 

"Global Slavery Index". In Holland, the estimate would be 30,000 potential victims per year.  

• In 2016, the national rapporteur on trafficking in the Netherlands estimated 6,250 

cases per year  
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• In 2019, CoMensha registered 1,372 cases nationwide  

We can see a significant difference between the estimates calculated and the actual recorded 

cases. This leads to the conclusion that we need to place more effort in identification.  

Speaking of the different exploitation sectors, sexual exploitation is the biggest in the 

Netherlands, followed by labour, forced crime and forced begging. In terms of the victims´ 

nationalities, Nigerian topped the list, followed by Dutch, Ugandan, Polish and Russian. The 

average age of the victims is between 21-28 years old.  

Coordination activities represent the second most important task at CoMensha. We organise 

primary care, shelter and help on a regional level. On a national level, we also have 

authorisation to house people in reception centres that provide care for people suffering from 

various factors: due to drug addiction, trafficking or other problems. The government has 33 

places reserved for these extremely complex cases. Finally, we receive government funding for 

the use of interpreters when necessary and the use of transportation.  

How does prostitution work in the Netherlands and what is its link to sexual exploitation?  

In the Netherlands, prostitution is legal as long as there is consent between both parties. When 

it was legalised, municipalities were free to write their own rules when it comes to running 

brothels. With 355 municipalities in the country, each was able to write its own policy. As a 

result, the capital Amsterdam has a much stricter policy than the rest of the municipalities, 

where regulation is far laxer.  

Prostitution has always been controversial. In the EU, some are more opposed than others. In 

debates and congresses in the EU, Netherlands is always asked if legalisation has been positive 

to stop sexual exploitation. The answer is that it does not remove it, but, importantly, even if 

prostitution is outlawed, it will continue to exist in an underground form. The great advantage 

of legalising it is that sex workers work under better conditions with greater supervision and 

social control. They are provided with information on sexual health, offered programs so that 

they can leave the sector and there are much more direct channels to reach them.  

The impact of COVID-19 and the lockdown has been the following:  

• Identification of possible victims plummeted due to the aforementioned reasons  

• An increase in illegal prostitution to the detriment of the legal one. The latter was not 

possible due to the lockdown. 
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• An increase in online prostitution activities. More extortion and more “grooming” 

• The economic crisis caused by the pandemic has made certain groups even more 

vulnerable, increasing the risk of falling into exploitation and criminal activities.   

It is important that all this is taken into account in order to learn from it in case of a second 

lockdown.  

As for the willingness to report the crime, it is exceptionally low because it is something 

incredibly stressful for the person to do. A police investigation is initiated, and the person is 

repeatedly questioned, which can last for over three years. It can be equally traumatic for 

people who have already come out of their sexual exploitation experience. What we also see is 

that the penalties are not harsh enough and sometimes cases are shelved. One of the main 

obstacles is that this victim must be linked to a willingness to report. Another is that police have 

no chance to investigate without a police report. European regulations stipulate that you need 

to be able to access these victims in order to start an investigation. We know that it could be 

done without this report by the victim but doing so would require a lot of investigative capacity, 

which does not exist in reality.  

The main challenges and trends are:  

• the data protection legislation, as already mentioned, does not help. We believe that 

there is a wider margin for the interpretation of these laws, in favour of the registration of 

trafficking victims and we are currently working on this  

• It is not always easy to find foster homes, especially for men and transgender people  

• There is an increase in homosexuality among trafficking victims  

• The waiting list for special care is increasing, namely mental health problems which 

requires specific care 

• Reduction in shelter staff for asylum seekers, therefore less possibility of detecting 

potential exploitation cases. It should be noted that asylum seekers in the Netherlands are at 

high risk of being trafficked as they are not allowed to work. In the case of the Nigerian 

population, we have cases of exploited minors. We all remember the case of the truck full of 

36 Vietnamese who died, in which two were minors who had been in an asylum reception 

centre only two weeks beforehand. We also have cases in which asylum seekers living in these 

centres were found in exploitation houses.  
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Sexual exploitation is an overly complex problem and we all have a role to play to fight it. 

International cooperation is necessary as is a cross-border approach. The European Court 

declared that the cross-border approach is the most important one to tackle this problem. On 

the other hand, cooperation between NGOs and health organisations is also essential. 

CoMensha is part of the EU Civil Society Platform that works on the issue and is also part of the 

NGO platform “La Strada International”. 

With regard to cooperation with the private sector in the Netherlands, two good practices are 

worth highlighting: 

• The "Please Disturb" Project aims to identify prostitution in hotels by training the hotel 

staff. 

• The "Follow the Money" project:  a Dutch bank has developed a risk profile for financial 

behaviour that shows signs of sexual exploitation.  
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Analysis of the current situation at European 
borders: the case of the Hungary-Serbia border   

András Léderer – The Hungarian Helsinki Committee 

Hungary is the only country in the EU that has legalised collective deportations or forced 

returns as of 2016. What happens at its borders falls within Hungarian law. In 2016, after a 

massive influx, the Hungarian Parliament drafted a law that led to the creation of an 8km buffer 

zone stretching into Hungary from the border with Serbia and Croatia. This implied that any 

third country national arriving at this buffer zone had no right to apply for asylum nor to stay 

in Hungary. In such cases, people were put into police cars and deported. Furthermore, fences 

were installed, and the deportations were as simple as opening the fence and pushing people 

to the other side (“pushbacks”). Unlike the two people who reported being deported at the 

Melilla fence to the ECHR, in the Hungarian case, authorities do not even hand them over to 

Serbian authorities but simply remove them directly to the other side of the fence in Serbia in 

the forest, in the middle of nowhere. People are not identified at the border and their 

fingerprints are not taken. In this way, it cannot be proved that they have been to Hungary.  

In 2017, an amendment was made to the law extending the 8 kms to the entire territory of the 

country. In Budapest, for example, you can no longer apply for asylum nor is any registration 

carried out. There are automatic removals to Serbia. This law applies equally to everyone, 

therefore, boys, girls, single women and the elderly are also violently removed, without any 

kind of consideration for their vulnerability. This is a flagrant violation of human rights. The UN 

Charter includes the right to asylum. We are also facing a great security problem by making 

people invisible without any type of identification. There are unidentified people in the 

Schengen region, and they are removed without a trace. Therefore, not only are human rights 

being violated but also security within the Schengen countries is affected. The worst thing is 

that it is almost impossible to report them or take them to the ECHR due to the complication 

in proving that this person was ever in Hungary.  

Nevertheless, our organisation has been working on a few dozen cases, many involving a high 

degree of violence. We do not only report the rejection of asylum applications but also the 

violence to which these people have been subjected. Thanks to criminal investigative work, we 

have been able to collect a lot of evidence about these repeated practices. We have had a 

successful complaint against the police. With criminal investigations, it has been possible to 

find evidence of how this violence is being used against immigrants and refugees. The 

investigation has managed to accumulate enough data to convince the European Commission 

“In 2016, after a 

massive influx, the 

Hungarian 

Parliament drafted a 
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(EC) to launch a rights’ infringement procedure against Hungary. Despite the fact that internally 

within Hungary nothing can be done because these practices are legal, the EC can intervene 

especially because of the violation of EU laws, such as the return orders, asylum orders and 

based on the EU Charter of Human Rights. Less than a month ago, the General Counsel gave his 

opinion on this and it was brought before the Court of Justice of the EU (C-808-18). I would like 

to point out something that may be relevant to the case of Spain. In paragraph 157, it is clear 

that the return orders cannot be repealed under any circumstances and therefore everyone 

has the right to request asylum. The trial will take place towards the end of the year, but we 

are quite hopeful as we are seeing some positive changes thanks to these investigations.  

Before ending, I would like to tell you about some other cases that we are defending before the 

European Court of Human Rights. For example, one such case is a single mother with five 

children, one of them with Down Syndrome, who arrived in Budapest from a Middle Eastern 

country, where an armed conflict still persists, with all their passports in order. The family 

immediately applied for asylum at the airport as they did not have residency papers for 

Hungary. However, the authorities escorted them the Serbian border and they were removed 

across the fence, into a country they had never been to. They spent three days and three nights 

in northern Serbia without knowing where to go nor what to do. Even in this case of extreme 

vulnerability, there was no consideration taken on the part of the Hungarian state. Another 

example is of an unaccompanied minor who was intercepted by the Hungarian police and 

arrested.  He was deported immediately.  

The situation in Hungary is extremely serious and these deportations have become the norm. 

According to police statistics, there were more than 11,000 deportations and fewer than 500 

people allowed to apply for asylum during the last year. The hope is that the European judiciary 

will come to a favourable decision in the second half of this year, thereby putting an end to this 

brutal situation.  
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Analysis of EU borders: detention, militarisation and 
outsourcing  

Miguel Urban Crespo – Anti-capitalist Activist and Member of the European Parliament 

As a MEP for the past six years, I have been part of several commissions related to the 

movement of people. Being an expert on migration policies in the EU, I have written a book.  

Looking back, I remember the immigration laws of 2001. We are getting worse and worse in 

Europe in terms of policies that violate human rights. The Spanish PP and PSOE governments 

have marked the externalisation of borders and the violation of human rights. Orbán, a 

Hungarian president brought before the European Court, using article 7, gives Spanish 

migration policies as an example of what he does in Hungary. He quotes Ceuta and Melilla as a 

benchmark for good practices. Currently, we are at an important moment in debating and 

mobilising the issue, negotiating to form a new pact on European migration. There is a 

significant risk that some of the current immigration malpractices applied by the EU and its 

Member States (MS) could be institutionalised with this pact, which requires unanimity from 

all MS. There will be concessions made to countries like Hungary and Poland. It seems as though 

it is only the far right pressing for concessions as we do not see other governments doing the 

same in favour of human rights. For between 10-15 years of European immigration policies, we 

have seen how the far right has managed to set the agenda. We can speak of a certain 

“Lepenisation” of the migration issue, which is now reflected in this new pact. It is bringing to 

light a certain hypocrisy within European institutions by applying double standards. Recently, 

the European Parliament approved a declaration supporting “Black Lives Matter”, yet it has not 

condemned acts of racism nor its policies of border control and racist immigration policies. 

Neither has it condemned, for example, the settlements in the Huelva countryside that are 

being burned down, like Lepe. Currently in Lepe, there are more than 4,000 migrant workers 

without alternative housing and no European, national or local institution has been able to 

provide a solution. This migration pact represents an acceleration of the dynamics we have 

seen and, above all, a certain legalisation of, what up to now, were considered to be 

extraordinary policies. Detention, outsourcing and the violation of international obligations will 

worsen and the few guarantees regarding asylum, relocation and reception will be reduced.  

I highly recommend the book "El negocio de la xenofobia" (The business of xenophobia), which 

explains the huge amount of business that immigration control represents and how it is 

increasing exponentially within the EU. If you want to see the relative weight that migration 

policies carry in the EU, it is interesting to do so from an interpretation of its budgets. Frontex, 
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for example, was founded in 2005 with 2.5€ million. Currently, its budget is 200€ million, which 

means an increase of more than 5,000% towards border control. The basis of the new pact is 

deportation, outsourcing, extraterritorial detention centres (the Australian model) and an 

institutionalisation of exceptions and illegality. For instance, the Greek government infringed 

international humanitarian rights by refusing to comply with its asylum obligations for a month 

and will now be rewarded by this pact, given that the temporary suspension of the right to 

asylum has been institutionalised. Previously, this would have been totally exceptional in 

nature.  

The most striking thing is that we know of this pact thanks to leaks to the press, not because it 

has been released explicitly. This shows how little importance the subject is given.  

Speaking of detention and militarisation, Frontex plays a fundamental role here. It has never 

been a search and rescue agency. It is an immigrant capture agency, thereby doing away with 

the idea of creating a public European Sea Rescue agency, which would prevent deaths in the 

Mediterranean. As we have seen, its budget has increased exponentially over recent years, 

conferring an ever-increasing importance to aspects of migration control and how migration 

policies are shaped. It is interesting to see that migration is approached with a sense of danger 

and insecurity. We are providing security solutions to human rights and international law issues. 

By this logic, therefore, the policy of walls and fences is increasing. Interestingly, the EU was 

founded on an anti-wall logic, after the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 and the creation of a 

European council. Nonetheless, since the fall of the Berlin Wall, 15 new walls have been built. 

Some of these walls do not even receive immigrants, but it is still useful as political propaganda.  

The outsourcing of borders is a distinguishing feature in Spain. (Morocco, the Africa Plan) Since 

then, these practices have become widespread: Italy with Gadhafi, the EU-Turkey agreement, 

Malta-Libya agreement, where there was no government nor State with whom to reach an 

agreement. The Spanish Africa Plan, the Valetta Summit and the trust fund can further be 

included here. The big advantage of outsourcing is that it prevents the European Court of 

Justice from being able to intervene by virtue that it goes beyond its borders. All of this is done 

in exchange for EU development aid, which is subject to policies dictated by the EU. In this way, 

we wash our hands and they are the ones who violate rights. The Malta-Libya agreement is 

important as not only does it outsource an EU border, but also for the first time contemplates 

the creation of extraterritorial detention centres. This model is the one applied by Australia in 

Papua-New Guinea. In Libya´s case, there is also a clear violation of international law because 

there is no government. However, once again, the new pact will soon normalise these practices.   
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The EU puts pressure on member countries and also on those candidates who want to enter 

the EU by demanding border control measures to be taken by them. An example here would 

be Croatia, where a high degree of violence was used and several immediate deportations over 

the border have been verified. With outsourcing, the search and rescue work that the EU should 

have in place is being denied. We are passing on this task to the Libyan coast guard, which in 

this case, does not exist. 

As previously mentioned, this outsourcing is a requirement for non-EU countries in order to 

continue receiving development aid from the EU. Niger, a key country along the central migrant 

route, lives off this development aid. Therefore, if they want to ensure the continued reception 

of this aid, they have no choice but to change legislation, criminalise immigration and exert 

brutal border control, whereby the army controls water points in the desert, causing hundreds 

of deaths. These events have been reported and condemned in the European Parliament.  

With regard to immediate deportations, the new agreement emphasises deportation as a key 

element. We can see the whole question of immediate deportations directed by European 

legislation in the Balkan region. We can see the issue of Afghanistan, thanks to leaked 

documents, where the consensus of the deportation of unaccompanied minors is established 

based on the fact that ODA allows the immediate deportation of unaccompanied minors back 

to Afghanistan. It was already scandalous that Afghanistan was considered to be a safe country 

and now with the question of unaccompanied minors being raised, it is clear that it is due to 

the migratory pressure suffered by the Greek islands and the Balkan route. During the latest 

migratory crisis in Greece, we saw xenophobic and racist outbreaks on the Greek islands and 

the police attacked some boats. But the EU did not condemn the violation of international law 

nor the action of the Greek police nor the action of paramilitary, far right gangs. On the 

contrary, the President of the Council, the European Commission and the Parliament all came 

away saying that Greece was the defender of Europe. This legitimisation of these policies has 

now been endorsed in the new European pact, legalising non-compliance with international 

standards.  

One good thing about the new pact is that it includes an attempt to end the criminalisation of 

NGOs that work in sea search and rescue, although the reality remains to be seen.  

But why is all this happening? We cannot say that the EU does not need migrants. In Italian and 

Spanish fields, a lot of manpower is needed. The truth is that Europe wants immigrants, but it 

wants them to have no rights, to be afraid, to make their rights invisible all while they do the 

jobs that nationals do not want to do. All this fuels speeches of xenophobia and if we add it to 

the policies of budget cuts that add to a feeling of scarcity, we have the perfect breeding ground 
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for the rise of the far right. The stigmatisation of the migrant population and this rise of the far 

right cannot be understood without these policies and vice versa. They have turned it into a 

war for scarce resources. 

From our parliamentary group, we never tire of reiterating the importance of guaranteeing 

international protection. The Dublin Treaty does not work, and a reform is needed. One of the 

elements of the Dublin Agreement recognised as not working by the Member States is that 

asylum can only be requested in the first country of entry in the EU. Nevertheless, the new pact 

reinforces this idea. From our group, what we demand is solidarity among countries with 

imbalances on an immigration level, ensuring family reunification, proceedings against those 

countries who do not comply and opening safe entry routes to the EU that are currently closed. 

This safe road closure is the perfect mafia fodder. We also demand the creation of a public sea 

search and rescue service. NGOs do a great job, but they should not be doing a job which should 

be carried out by a public system. We must move away from deportations and help member 

states to carry out massive regularisation processes. In Spain, this aspect is fundamental. We 

have seen the problem in shanty camps in Huelva. We must now demand regularisation 

without conditions. Resources must be dedicated to the policy of inclusion and social security 

for everyone, including immigrants. There should be an increase in health budgets, education 

grants, housing alternative so that everyone has access to decent housing and opportunities  

The current great debate seems focused on who has the right to have rights. European 

institutions are becoming more aggressive, and more and more social actors are starting to 

have no rights. The fight for migration is not a question of solidarity, it is a questions of rights. 

We need to put an end to the outsourcing of borders, no longer allowing the conditionality of 

the ODA and make sure that cooperation policies are governed exclusively by the criteria of 

respecting human rights. There is also a lack of a commercial policy that does not exploit the 

south. Cooperation is a central cry to be able to address these migration issues and, evidently, 

transparency in public policies 

Finally, it is worth mentioning that we are currently conducting a study on detention centres 

for migrants on a European level. This analyses the impact of immigration detention policies. 

We will also do a study on the impact of COVID-19 on the migrant population; we have written 

letters to international maritime organisations to prevent the recognition of the Libyan SAR 

search and rescue zone; we have asked about the Israeli drones that have bombed Gaza in 

migration control, a clear example of the militarisation of our borders; and finally, we have also 

written a letter to Marlaska, Spanish Minister of the Interior, with regards to the reopening of 

the detention centres for migrants.  
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Analysis of the current situation at European 
borders: the case of Croatia – Bosnia Herzegovina 
border 

Alba Díez - Border Violence Monitoring Network 

Public pressure is an important way to influence and change things. This summer, there was a 

civil society initiative that wanted to form a caravan with the slogan “Open Borders” and it was 

going to move around the Balkan route in order to get to know the area, but, unfortunately, it 

did not take place due to the pandemic. Nonetheless, there are going to be a few initiatives 

taking place in Bilbao and Valencia and the end of August, which could be an important way to 

put pressure on the government to take a different approach to the new European pact on 

migration.  

In Croatia, unlike Hungary, deportations and the impossibility of seeking asylum have not been 

legalised. However, what is happening in reality is similar to the latter. Since February 2017, 

there have been migrants who managed to reach Croatia, but with the closure of Hungary from 

Croatia, a brutal policy of “pushback” was applied, and many were removed back into Serbia. 

Croatia did not build any walls, but rather it strengthened its police system and made 

pushbacks a regular practice. To this day, they continue to be documented. We have done a 

huge amount of information gathering on all these people being deported and pushed back 

into Serbia. We asked people what happened, what the circumstances of the deportation were, 

if they had requested asylum etc. A lot of information has been gathered. "No Name Kitchen" 

together with another organisation called “Recargo” are the only organisations on this border 

to monitor regular removals and they have created a website called “Border Violence 

Monitoring Network”. As of last year, already with more than 600 reports involving 6,000 

people illegally deported from Croatia and Hungary over three years, we started to organise as 

a network and are now an alliance of organisations under the name “No Name Kitchen”, 

formed by grassroots organisations that are in border areas. We are in constant contact with 

people in transit, coming and going as they try to navigate the borders. On the ground, there is 

no time to analyse as we are overwhelmed by the urgency of the situation, but the network 

outside makes the reports on a monthly basis with all the required analysis. All this evidence 

and data collected inland are essential to draw up a policy incidence report focused on the 

European Parliament and Commissions for now, but we are hoping to expand internationally 

in the future. In terms of security and safety, it is complicated for both those in Croatia and 
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Serbia. From wiretaps, they have our names, they know what we do, and we have been 

followed by the police, all of these being clear acts of intimidation.  

As an organisation, we do not have the capacity to handle individual cases, nor to litigate as we 

are not lawyers. However, we do all the documentation work, compiling as much information 

as possible. Beyond advocacy, we also organise social awareness campaigns. Last year we put 

together a report on torture, which revealed that in 80% of cases analysed there was physical 

or verbal abuse. In Croatia especially, an extremely high level of violence has been detected. 

Not only do we document the pushback practices, but we also made a note on the people who 

died along this route.  Although there is a grave at the bottom of the Mediterranean, we must 

not forget that people also die in Croatia; six people drowned last June, and we know that this 

has been the case for a long time. However, there is resounding silence surrounding those 

deaths. 

We believe that there is an internal “rebordering” inside the very countries where these 

displacements are taking place. Indeed, deaths in rivers are not always at the border, but rather 

the rivers serve as internal obstacles. Another element that leads us to say this is the existence 

of racist raids. People are stopped, asked for their documentation and especially in the case of 

raids in urban centres, where people are removed directly to the border. There is a lack of 

translators, creating another invisible barrier. Croatia is in the process of joining the Schengen 

region. It has some support from Germany and other EU countries. It should be noted that in 

2018 a fund of 6.8€ million was approved by the Commission to support the management of 

people in transit in Croatia. There was an item reserved for the implementation of a border 

monitoring mechanism to safeguard human rights at the border (300,000€). This monitoring 

was a pre-requisite for Croatia to be included in the Schengen area. Everything has been very 

murky. Croatia claimed that such a system was being implemented by the UNHCR and its 

partner, but this has been denied by both parties. From our Border Violence Monitoring 

Network, we have raised the issue and now they are investigating what has actually happened 

to this money. This was a requirement to enter the Schengen area and it is serious that nothing 

was done in its respect and it even looks like it was covered up by some of its European allies 

mentioned above. 

As I have already said before, the violence is extremely serious. In June, we reported a case of 

the use of knives by the Croatian Police. They also use dogs, truncheons and tasers. 

Furthermore, their clothes are burned by the police at rivers, a cross is painted on their 

heads...all of these are messages sent to dissuade the migrant community in Bosnia from 

crossing over. There have even been cases reported in which hands were cut with knives to be 
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shown to those in Bosnia.  It is all about sending a message of fear, generating paralysis and 

trauma. 

Another aspect worth mentioning are the conditions in which these people live in Bosnia and 

Serbia. When people are deported to Bosnia and Serbia, attempts are made to take them to 

refugee camps. These countries are supposed to be safe third countries. But in Serbia only 3% 

of people in transit are asylum seekers. Of this 3% in 2017 and 2018, only a ridiculously small 

percentage of cases were approved. In Bosnia, the following can be seen: the Serbian route 

deviated slightly towards Bosnia as several camps were created in Sarajevo. At first, the Bosnian 

Police helped people, welcomed them into their homes and gave them food. From that first 

response there was a change to rejection. The very same police who helped people began 

threatening those who tried to help migrants. In parallel, the EU financed the creation of camps 

through the IOM. We have seen how solidarity came up against barriers and we are now moving 

towards the institutionalised management of people in transit.  

Two final messages:  

• All of this is happening with total impunity. Two months ago, two policemen were 

convicted in Croatian for carrying out pushbacks. This is all that has been done over the past 

three years. It is a shame considering that we have the Croatian Special Intervention Police 

masked, dressed in black, beating, torturing and leaving people to die. 

• We tend to re-victimise the victims. It is necessary to start thinking about formulas that 

help these people recover having been violated at our borders. It is as though such a task could 

not be done with migrants. Many unaccompanied minors have been tortured at the borders 

and eventually come into the EU, which could easily be turned against us in the future. Not only 

are they victims, but we should also take responsibility their recovery.  
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A reflection on the Spanish borders: the southern 
border 

Laura Serrano – Spanish Commission for Refugee Aid (CEAR) lawyer 

According to UNHCR data for 2018, there were 70.8 million forcibly displaced people in the 

world.  

In Europe:  

 There is a lack of safe, legal routes, forcing people to take dangerous ones. 

 Every time an EU country denies a refugee a visa, human trafficking networks gain a 

client. 

 IOM: between 2014 and 2018, more than 17,000 migrants died in the Mediterranean  

 In 2018, at least 2,299 people died in the Mediterranean. 

 In 2019, more than 1,100 people have lost their lives while trying to cross.  

In Spain:  

 In 2019, the western route to Spain was the second largest arrivals route across the 

Mediterranean, after Greece, with 32,513 registered by sea and land, 50% less than in 

2018. This is a direct consequence of border externalisation policies, resulting in the 

reinforcement of cooperation with Morocco on migration matters.  

 Although at the beginning of 2019 most arrivals took place via the Strait of Gibraltar 

and the Alboran Sea, during the last four months of 2019 the Atlantic Route to the 

Canary Islands was reactivated with a notable increase in numbers. This was a direct 

consequence of the increase control exercised by Morocco as a result of outsourcing.  

 In 2019, 118,264 people requested international protection in Spain, which represents 

an increase of 118.7% compared to 55,749 people who did so in 2018. Of these, 4,273 

in Melilla and 577 in Ceuta (a 23% and 65% increase). The figures for Ceuta and Melilla 

may appear to be low compared to the rest of the arrivals in Spain. What has increased 

a lot is the total number and arrivals to these locations have kept up. In the Canary 

Islands in 2019, there was an increase of almost 100%.  

Although we always talk about these two self-governing cities as one, there are many 

differences between them. Some characteristics of these two locations (Ceuta and Melilla) are: 

 Reception centres for asylum seekers exist in both Ceuta and Melilla. They are called 

Temporary Stay Centres for immigrants (CETI). We will see that the “temporary” nature 

does not quite correlate to the reality and the length varies a lot. In these centres, 
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people can come and go, care is provided and the idea, in theory, is that they remain 

there for a provisional time while asylum applications are being processed or for 

transfers ordered by the Ministry of the Interior to leave the peninsula.  

 Officially, there are 782 places in Melilla and 512 in Ceuta. In December 2019, there 

was overcrowding in Melilla, with almost 1,600 people there. During the coronavirus 

pandemic, this number fell slightly. In Ceuta, however, there is no overcrowding. 

 The origin of the people are as follows: in Ceuta, the majority are Maghreb (from 

Algeria), although last year sub-Saharan Africans increased (from Guinea). In Melilla, 

there is more diversity - from Tunisia, Syria, Morocco, Palestine, Algeria, Yemen and 

Mali.  

 In Melilla, there are 3 centres for unaccompanied minors with nearly 700 children, but 

an official capacity of 350. Some asylum seekers are also minors.  

The greatest differences are:  

o 10 hours by car to go from Ceuta to Melilla without counting the waiting time at the 

border.  

o Means of Access to the territory by those who come to one city or the other:  

 In Ceuta, people arrive crossing the border on foot use false identities (false 

passports) or with their original valid passport from Tangier (Tangier and Cueta 

made an agreement allowing people to enter and leave during a day, like 

Melilla and Nador). People enter on foot and then apply for international 

protection. Applications are made by the in-territory procedure. But this 

changed last year with a large number of people who entered through the 

fence and came in by trucks. The quick procedure was applied to all of them as 

a way to force the agreement of 1992 between Spain and Morocco in order to 

be able to return them to the country from which they came.  

 In Melilla, there is a more varied casuistry. People enter one way or another 

depending on their origin. Traditionally, those who crossed the border on foot 

were Moroccans, Algerians, Tunisians, Yemenis and Palestinian with a false 

passport on the Moroccan side in order to get stopped, only to show their 

original passports when entering the Spanish side. Once inside, they applied 

for asylum. The characteristic of these nationalities is that they are all pale-

skinned. Black-skinned or darker-skinned people were not even allowed to 

approach the Moroccan border. Therefore, the possibility of them accessing a 

safer way is non-existent, having already bought a false passport from the 

mafia and suffering extortion in the process. To such an extent, it is this way 

for sub-Saharans in the Nador woods who suffer continued persecution with 

removals to border areas with Algeria or remote cities in Morocco. Sub-
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Saharans are thus condemned to jump over the fence or jump into the sea as 

a way to enter Spain. Up until last year, there were many arrivals via the 

Spanish Chafarian Islands, but the increase in Spanish-Moroccan control has 

caused this route to be cut-off. Since last year, conditions have toughened and 

not even Palestinians, Yemenis, Egyptians nor Bangladeshis are managing to 

pass through the first filter at the Moroccan border. As a result, more 

nationalities are crossing over in small boats, condemning even more people 

to arrive via unsafe routes. 

o Transfers to the peninsula with differing periods of stay: asylum seekers from these 

two locations get a registration stating that the residence permit is only for Ceuta and 

Melilla. They need the consent of the Ministry of the Interior to be transferred to the 

peninsula. This is now being discussed before the courts because at CEAR we do not 

believe that these registrations are legal. There is no set time to stay in the temporary 

stay centres in Ceuta and Melilla. This creates a lot of anxiety and a feeling of being in 

limbo, often causing trauma. It is true that from Melilla there are transfers after 15 days 

of entering (in the case of Palestinians or Syrians) but Algerians or Moroccans stay 

between 6-18 months. In Ceuta, the criteria were clearer and much more restricted, 

around 350-450 days on average. These periods are still long given that they are in 

theory merely temporary stays.  

Ceuta and Melilla are the border between Africa and Spain, and they are completely fenced off. 

This has not prevented jumping over the fence neither has it prevented the authorities from 

carrying out immediate removals (according to the law, they are called border rejections). In 

February of this year, the ECHR issued a judgement against NT and ND, two sub-Saharans and 

in favour of Spain in the face of being accused by these two of being victims of border rejections. 

The ECHR departed from its own jurisprudence and from the opinions and agreements of 

different international committees and organisations and admitted that Spain had not violated 

the prohibition of collective deportations. The court´s argument was based on the fact that it 

was not a collective deportation, but rather involved two people who put themselves in an 

illegal situation and that their conduct justified their return to the country from which they 

entered. The positive part is that it admits that Spain was exercising its jurisdiction, the fence 

being its jurisdiction. Nonetheless, the ECHR argued that these people crossed the fence 

illegally. The mere fact that trying to jump over the fence even if no type of force was used does 

not make this conduct neither inappropriate nor illegal. Nonetheless, the conduct was 

considered to be illegal because: 

 They did not request a visa in their country of origin or in transit to get to Spain, neither 

at the Consulates and Embassies which they passed by. These arguments do not make 
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sense. You simply have to think about what the requirements for such a visa are for 

sub-Saharans and how many visas are approved by Spain. The answer is none.  

 They did not try to apply for asylum. This shows the total ignorance of the situation 

because, despite being set out in asylum law, the possibility of requesting asylum in an 

embassy has never been applied beyond the specific case of family reunification.  

 They did not take part in any resettlement program. Once again, the fact is that the 

number of resettlement programs in Africa to come to Europe is negligible.  

 They did not go through the authorised, legal route on foot across the border. They 

also leave out the fact that sub-Saharans have never been able to enter through the 

normal border post unless it was by hiding in a vehicle. To make matters worse, these 

accusations date back to 2015 when the border office was not even open.  

It is a very worrying and disappointing sentence that has somewhat broken the doctrine of the 

ECHR, who appeared to be involved in protecting these people´s rights. Trying to be positive, 

the appeal of unconstitutionality that was brought against the first final provision of the Citizen 

Protection and Security Law (Gag Law) that includes border rejections is yet to be resolved. The 

appeal is yet to come out and we hope that the Constitutional Court will be more aware of the 

realities that exist at the borders and understand that it is necessary to end these practises of 

immediate removals. The fact that the ECHR said that it was produced in a non-illegal way does 

not mean that it has to adopt this criterion, and for that reason we remain hopeful. 

During the COVID-19 pandemic: 

 On 13th March, borders were closed, now we have become islands.  

 Only five people entered Ceuta between March and May. The temporary stay centre 

for immigrants is below its capacity. But this does not imply that immediate 

deportations have not been made. In May, there was a case of a 16-year old 

unaccompanied minor who tried to enter by boat and was returned to the Moroccan 

authorities.  

 In Melilla, the closure of the borders has not prevented 180 people from entering, 155 

of them jumping over the fence in April. The raid procedure was applied in order to 

achieve the application of the 1992 agreement. However, it has yet to be enforced and 

these people continue in Melilla, but not in a temporary stay centre as they closed their 

doors since it was almost at double occupancy and no one else was allowed to enter. 

150-200 have left with two transfers to the peninsula and one to a reception centre in 

Melilla, but even so, there are still 1,300 people in the centres and now there are no 

transfers to the peninsula, which is a very serious issue and more so in the prevention 

of COVID-19.  
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 Leaving aside asylum and speaking on immigration, the closing of borders has caused 

people from Morocco to be trapped both in Ceuta and Melilla, in limbo and they are 

now in special centres. In Ceuta, there were 215 people who were housed during the 

confinement in totally precarious conditions (currently still 120). In Melilla, 500 people 

were housed in a bullring, including the 180 asylum seekers who crossed over during 

confinement.  
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